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Wildix moves into room video conferencing as it announces Wizyconf-- a web-based video
conferencing system for meeting and conferencing rooms the company claims eliminates the
complexity associated with such solutions.

  

“Legacy video conferencing systems can be difficult to use and often require frequent IT support
while newer desktop, laptop or mobile solutions don’t provide the quality and flexibility many
users require,” Wildix says. “This new solution brings greater simplicity, collaboration and
performance to video conferencing, enabling more effective group-to-group communications
across offices and with customers or partners.”

      

Wizyconf is an immersive integrated video conferencing system complete with wide angle 4K
static camera, pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) web camera, two studio-quality microphones, a three-display
mobile cart and a Chrome OS PC. It supports up to three 65-inch displays, and the dual-camera
setup is flexible enough to supplement room video from the static camera with a focused display
of a presenter or whiteboard provided by the web camera.

  

An intuitive remote control, designed specifically for Wizyconf, manages all system functions
and makes setup easy. Operating off Chrome OS with WebRTC eliminates update or driver
issues, further enhancing simplicity while providing a high level of security.

  

The Wizyconf follows the 2018 introduction of Wildix Ubicon Huddle, a turnkey desktop
WebRTC-based video conferencing system supporting 1080p video. Through Wizyconf and
Ubicon Huddle SMBs can tailor a room video conferencing solution to their needs, while
partners get a single-vendor video conference offering.
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The two solutions complement the Wildix UCC platform, which leverages a web-based PBX
with WebRTX to provide fully unified desktop and mobile communications integrating voice, web
conferencing, chat and email in a single secure portal. The solution is available exclusively
through channel partners.

  

Go Wildix
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https://www.wildix.com/

